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INTRODUCTION

• Common wisdom suggests that urgent
maintenance activities and pressure to deliver
features while prioritizing time-to-market over
code quality are often the causes of such
smells.

• Generally speaking, software evolution has
always been considered as one of the reasons
behind “software aging” or “increasing
complexity”.



INTRODUCTION - Dataset

• Study empirical large-scale conducted on the evolution history of 200

open source projects belonging to three software ecosystems: Android,

Apache and Eclipse (Table I).

– 0,5M commits

– 9.164 of them classified as smell-introducing



STUDY DESIGN- RQs

• RQ1: When smells are introduced in software

projects?

� Smells are introduced as soon as a code entity is created, or

� Smells are introduced in the context of specific maintenance activities, or

� Smells appear “gradually” during software evolution.

• RQ2: Why they are introduced?

� Factors that are indicated as possible causes for code smell introduction: 

� The developer implementing a new feature or fixing a bug?,

� The project status (e.g., is the change  performed in proximity to a major release deadline?),

� The developer status (e.g., is the developer a newcomer or a senior project member?).



STUDY DESIGN– Type of Smells

• Focus on the following types of smells :

� 1) Blob Class: a large class with different responsibilities that monopolizes
most of the system’s processing.

� 2) Class Data Should be Private: a class exposing its attributes, violating the
information hiding principle.

� 3) Complex Class: a class having a high cyclomatic complexity.

� 4) Functional Decomposition: a class where inheritance and polymorphism
are poorly used, declaring many private fields and implementing few methods.

� 5) Spaghetti Code: a class without structure that declares long methods
without parameters.



STUDY DESIGN- Data Extraction and 

Analysis 

• RQ1: When are code smells introduced?

� Firstly cloned the 200 Git repositories

� Then, analyzed each repository “ri” using a tool HistoryMiner

� HistoryMiner – purpose of identifying smell-introducing commits.

� The tool checks each commit in chronological order, and runs an implementation of the DECOR 
smell detector.

DECOR identifies smells using detection rules based on the values of internal quality metrics. 
The choice of using DECOR was driven by the fact that:

(i) it is a state-of-the-art smell detector having a high accuracy in detecting smells; 

(ii) it applies simple detection rules that allow it to be very efficient. 

� As an output, tool produces, for each source code file fj ϵ ri the list of commits in
which fj has been involved, specifying if fj has been added, deleted, or modified
and if fj was affected, in that specific commit, by one of the five considered smells.



STUDY DESIGN- Data Extraction and 

Analysis – RQ1

• RQ1: When are code smells introduced?

• When analyzing the number of commits needed for a smell to

affect a code component, we can fall into two possible

scenarios:

– In the first scenario smell instances are introduced during the creation

of source code artifacts, i.e., in the first commit involving a source

code file.



STUDY DESIGN- Data Extraction and 

Analysis - RQ1
– In the second scenario, smell instances are introduced after several

commits and, thus as result of multiple maintenance activities.

• Besides running the DECOR smell detector for the project snapshot related to each

commit, the HistoryMiner also computes, for each snapshot and for each source

code artifact, a set of quality metrics (Table II).

• For example, expect that classes becoming Blobs will exhibit a higher growth rate

than classes that are not going to become Blobs.



STUDY DESIGN- Data Extraction and 

Analysis - RQ1

• Function that best approximates the data

distribution: linear function [1].

– For each file fj ϵ ri, the regression line of its quality 

metric values:

• If file fj is affected by a specific smell k, we compute the

regression line considering the quality metric values

computed for each commit involving fj from the first

commit (i.e., where the file was added to the versioning

system) to the commit where the instance of smell k

was detected in fj.



STUDY DESIGN- Data Extraction and 

Analysis - RQ1

• Function that best approximates the data

distribution: linear function.

– For each file fj ϵ ri, the regression line of its quality 

metric values:

• Instead, if fj is not affected by any smell, we considered 

only the first n commits involving  the file fj , where n is 

the average number of commits required by smell k to 

affect code instances.



STUDY DESIGN- Data Extraction and 

Analysis - RQ1

• Function that best approximates the data 

distribution: linear function.

– For each file fj ϵ ri, the regression line of its quality 

metric values:

• Then, for each metric reported in Table II, we compared

the distributions of regression line slopes for cleanly

and smelly files.

– The comparison is performed using a two-tailed Mann-

Whitney U test.

– Also estimated the magnitude of the observed differences

using the Cliff’s Delta (or d).



STUDY DESIGN- Data Extraction and 

Analysis – RQ2

• RQ2: Why are code smells introduced?

– To identify the smell-introducing commits for a file 

fj affected by an instance of a specific smell (smell 

k), we designed the  following heuristic:

• If smell k has been introduced in the commit c1 where

fj has been added to the repository, then c1 is the

smell-introducing commit.



STUDY DESIGN- Data Extraction and 

Analysis - RQ2

• RQ2: Why are code smells introduced?

– To identify the smell-introducing commits for a file
fj affected by an instance of a specific smell
(smellk), we designed the following heuristic:

• else given C = {c1, c2, ..., cn} the set of commits
involving fj and leading to the detection of smell k in cn
we use the results of RQ1 to select the set of quality
metrics "M" allowing to discriminate between the
groups of files that are affected and not affected in
their history by smell k.



STUDY DESIGN- Data Extraction and 

Analysis 

• RQ2: Why are code smells introduced?



STUDY DESIGN- Data Extraction and 

Analysis 

Overall, we obtained 9,164 smell-introducing commits in the

200 systems, that we used to answer RQ2. Were classified by

assigning to each commit one or more tags among those

reported in Table III.

- 471 (JIRA or BUGZILLA issue trackers)

- 8.693 (two of the authors manually analyzed)



ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

RQ1: When are code smells introduced?



ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

RQ1: When are code smells introduced?

� Fig. 2, in almost all cases the median number of
commits needed by a smell to affect code
components is zero, except for Blob on Android
(median=3) and Complex Class on Eclipse
(median=1).

� Contrary the common wisdom that smells are
generally the result of continuous maintenance
activities.



ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS – RQ1



ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS – RQ1

• Overall, from the analysis of Table V we can
conclude that:

• (i) LOC characterizes the introduction of all the smells;

• (ii) LCOM, WMC, RFC and NOM characterize all the smells
but Class Data Should be Private;

• (iii) CBO does not characterize the introduction of any
smell; and

• (iv) the only metrics characterizing the introduction of
Class Data Should be Private are LOC and NOA.



ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS – RQ1

• Most of the smell instances are introduced when

files are created. However, there are also cases,

especially for Blob and Complex Class, where the

smells manifest them selves after several changes

performed on the file.



ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS – RQ2

• RQ2 - Why are code smells introduced?



ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS – RQ2

• RQ 2 - Why are code smells introduced?



ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS – RQ2

• RQ2 - Why are code smells introduced?



ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS – RQ2

• Why are code smells introduced?

• Smells are generally introduced by developers when
enhancing existing features or implementing new ones.

• As expected, smells are generally introduced in the last
month before issuing a deadline, while there is a
considerable number of instances introduced in the
first year from the project startup.

• Finally, developers that introduce smells are generally
the owners of the file and they are more prone to
introducing smells when they have higher workloads.



THREATS TO VALIDITY

• The results can be affected by the presence of

false positives and false negatives. DECOR a

precision above 60% and a recall of 100%.

• Workload tag measures the developers’

activity within a single project (busy on other

projects or different other activities).



CONCLUSION AND LESSONS LEARNED

• Lesson 1. Most of times code artifacts are

affected by bad smells since their creation.

• Lesson 2. Code artifacts becoming smelly as

consequence of maintenance and evolution

activities are characterized by peculiar metrics

trends, different from those of clean artifacts.



CONCLUSION AND LESSONS LEARNED

• Lesson 3. While implementing new features and
enhancing existing ones are, as expected, the
main activities during which developers tend to
introduce smells, we found almost 400 cases in
which refactoring operations introduced smells.

• Lesson 4. Newcomers are not necessary
responsible for introducing bad smalls, while
developers with high workloads and release
pressure are more prone to introducing smell
instances.
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